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Editor's Welcome
The publication of this newsletter marks
what we hope will be the renewal of the
Syon Abbey Society as a body that
brings together scholars who research
the history and literature of the English
Birgittines. In the last decade, the field
of Birgittine studies has continued to
grow, and new scholars have brought
fresh insights to ongoing conversations
and spirited fresh dialogue about the
Syon community. My hope is that a new
generation of emerging scholars will
discover the Society as a venue for
building new networks and
collaborations.
Several changes have already taken place
in the Society in the past year. Last
autumn, I took on the role of director of
the Society and editor of this newsletter
from Laura Saetveit Miles. Her
generosity and organizational talents
made this transition smooth, and I am
greatly indebted to her for this
opportunity. Since that time, the
advisory board has also expanded, with
John Adams and Jennifer N. Brown
serving in these roles. Several changes
have also been made to the Society’s
website and are outlined below.
In this issue of our newsletter, four
features reflect the multiple directions
that scholars working on the Birgittine
community travel. Christopher
Hunwick discusses a c. 1400 letter by Sir
Henry Percy (Shakespeare’s Hotspur) to
the Birgittine community at Vadstena
expressing his regret at not being able to
undertake a pilgrimage to the abbey in
Sweden. A transcription and translation
of the letter follow the article. Stuart
Forbes reflects on the archaeological
work that was done at Syon House
between 2004 and 2011. In walking

readers through the developing hypotheses concerning the
architecture and size of the abbey, Forbes traces the evolution of
archaeologists’ thinking regarding the location of specific monastic
buildings and the debated magnificence of the abbey church. Bridging
the gap between medieval and modern, Elizabeth Goodwin shares her
experiences of maintaining community among her students during
lockdown and the impact these experiences had on her own research
on displaced Birgittines during their peregrinations. Ariane Joudrey
considers the history of the Syon Abbey Collection at the University
of Exeter and her own work on the Birgittines’ experience of exile and
its traces in their written records.
A new section, “Recent publications,” has been added to the
newsletter, which will feature work published on topics related to the
English Birgittine community within the last two years, thus
furthering our goal of making the newsletter a hub for emerging and
established scholars. Please send items for inclusion in upcoming
newsletters to syonabbeysociety@gmail.com.
Finally, the Society welcomes both contributions from members
in the form of news items or articles for the newsletter,
and suggestions on ways to enhance the newsletter or the
website. Please send those items to syonabbeysociety@gmail.com.
I look forward to future collaborations!
Brandon Alakas
alakas@ualberta.ca

ABOUT THE SOCIETY AND
MEMBERSHIP
The Syon Abbey Society was founded by Laura Saetveit Miles,
Paul J. Patterson, and Alexandra da Costa in 2009 to promote
the study of the history and literature of Syon Abbey through
online resources, sponsored conference sessions and an annual
newsletter distributed online.
Membership in the Syon Abbey Society is free and simply
requires submission of your email address to
syonabbeysociety@gmail.com (email addresses will not be
shared with any third party). Members receive approximately
five to six emails a year including the Newsletter and
announcements for conference sessions sponsored by the
Society. This information is also available on the website
www.syonabbeysociety.com.
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Features
Harry Hotspur and the Swedish Saint
CHRISTOPHER HUNWICK
Archivist, Alnwick Castle
Lady Julia Craig Harvey, sister of Ralph Percy, the Duke
of Northumberland, is currently researching and writing a
book about Syon House, Isleworth, from the fifteenthcentury Birgittine abbey on the site through to her childhood memories of it as a home in the twentieth century.
King James I granted the freehold of Syon to Henry
Percy, 9th Earl of Northumberland, in 1604, and it has
been owned by the Percys ever since.
During her research, Lady Julia came across reference 1 to
a remarkable coincidence; that her ancestor, Sir Henry
Percy, better known as Harry Hotspur, the most famous
Percy of them all, had planned a pilgrimage to the first
Birgittine abbey at Vadstena in Sweden before ever there
was a daughter house founded in England.
Lady Julia asked if I could uncover anything more
about this Hotspur link. I immediately turned to my
friends in the Syon Abbey Research Association (SARA),
a group of highly skilled volunteers who have actively participated in the various archaeological digs of the past
twenty years, and have industriously compiled listings of
source material relating to Syon Abbey across the country
and beyond, as well as transcribing sources, geo-referencing mapping and generally helping in any way they can
with all Abbey-related enquiries.
SARA put out their feelers to their ‘fellow Syonistas’, as they term them, and in very short order, I had
been put in touch with Dr Elin Andersson of the Swedish
National Library and Dr Ingela Hedstrom and Professor
Claes Gejrot of the Swedish National Archives. They not
only confirmed the existence of a copy letter from Hotspur, but directed me to an excellent online digital surrogate. 2
The archival source3 is a Chartulary or copy-letter-book
of Vadstena Abbey, 1300-1490. The copy of Hotspur’s
letter occurs at the foot of folio 70r and continues at the
Michael Tait, A Fair Place: Syon Abbey 1415 - 1539 (Createspace,
2013), pp117-118.
2https://sok.riksarkivet.se/bildvisning/R0002345_00073#?c=&m=&s=&cv=72&xywh=670%2C-103%2C6360%2C3396 accessed 08/06/2022.
3 MS A 20, The National Archives, Stockholm
4https://sok.riksarkivet.se/sdhk?EndastDigitaliserat=false&SDHK=16815&TrycktUtgava=true&TrycktRegest
=true&Brevtext=true&Extratext=true&Sigill=true&Origi1

top of folio 70v. The letter is calendared as SDHK
16815 4, and as the letter is dated 17 March but no year is
stated, a misleading estimate of 1407 had previously been
allocated. This has now been amended to c.1400, as Hotspur died in 1403, and, as he signs off as ‘the first born
son of the Earl of Northumberland’, this can only be
Hotspur, writing in the years leading up to his death.
Appended is my full transcript and translation of this
amazing letter. Why do I call it amazing? It is because so
few relics of Hotspur are known to survive. He is one of
the most famous mediaeval knights in British history, immortalised by Shakespeare in Henry IV Parts I and II and
in the name of Tottenham Hotspur FC, and yet his final
resting place is unmarked (in York Minster), there are no
known contemporary likenesses of him, and glimpses of
his character from archival sources such as this are few
and far between.
It is well known that there are five letters from Hotspur
to the King’s Council surviving in the British Library 5,
which evidence Hotspur’s temper, brisk language, and his
increasingly fractious relations with King Henry IV,
whom he had helped to put on the English throne in
place of Richard II in 1399.
Hotspur’s fighting spirit and his prowess in battle
are well known through the Chronicles, but his religious
side and his diplomatic skills are much less well represented. The great Annalist of the Percys, Edward Barrington de Fonblanque, quotes a letter from King James
of Cyprus to King Richard II in 1393 thanking him effusively for having sent Harry Hotspur to Cyprus as his ambassador 6. The Swedish letter amplifies this, showing
Hotspur’s international diplomacy in sending letters to the
King and Queen of Sweden and his great religious devotion in vowing to make a pilgrimage to Vadstena.
One might wonder how it was that Hotspur was even
aware of this abbey in Sweden at the beginning of the fifteenth century. St Birgitta of Sweden (d.1373) was a mystic whose visions and revelations circulated widely. In
1348, she had supported Edward III’s claim to the throne
of France, so she was well known in England. 7 An English Cardinal, Adam Easton, was involved in the process
of Birgitta’s canonisation in 1391, 8 so there was a great
awareness in England at this period of the recently sainted
foundress of the Order of the Most Holy Saviour, or Birgittines.
nal=true&MedeltidaAvskrifter=true&MedeltidaRegest=true&EftermedeltidaAvskrifter=true&EftermedeltidaRegest=true&AvanceradSok=False&page=1&postid=sdhk_16815&tab=post#tab
5 BL: Cotton Cleopatra F.III ff28r, 28v, 45v, 46r, 54v-55r.
6 Edward Barrington de Fonblanque, Annals of the House of
Percy, Vol I (London, 1887), pp160-161.
7 Eddie A Jones, England’s Last Medieval Monastery, Syon Abbey
1415-2015 (Gracewing, 2015), p7
8 Ibid.
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Furthermore, English diplomatic relations with Sweden
were strong at this point. In around 1400-1401, Henry IV
was attempting to secure overseas recognition of his kingship and to form alliances. Negotiations were taking
place for the marriage of Henry IV’s daughter, Philippa,
to Erik of Pomerania, then heir to the throne of Denmark, Norway and Sweden. In 1406, Philippa turned 12
years old, the legal age for marriage, and married King
Erik IX. 9 Perhaps Hotspur was involved in these earlier
negotiations. Queen Philippa also took a keen interest in
Vadstena Abbey and became a ‘soror ab extra’ – an external sister – in 1415. 10
Another exciting find in this letter is Hotspur’s
mention of his herald, a servant with the title ‘Blewe Lyon
Pursuivant of Arms’. We know of ‘Esperance Pursuivant’
(a title taken from the Percy motto – Esperance en dieu –
Hope in God), whose role as a Percy Herald is attested
from the 1430s to the 1520s 11, but Blue Lion Pursuivant
has not been encountered hitherto. The Blue Lion is part
of the Percy Coat of Arms derived from Joscelin de Louvain.
At the time of writing the letter, Hotspur was too
busy in the service of his King to undertake the pilgrimage to offer his oblations to St Birgitta at Vadstena, which
‘displeased him greatly’. Hotspur was undeniably busy at
this period – he was Justice of Chester and North Wales,
Keeper of a number of Welsh castles, Warden of the East
March, Captain of Berwick and Roxburgh, and in 1401,
Governor of Prince Henry (the future King Henry V). 12
Hotspur’s letters at the British Library are written in a
three month period between 10 April and 3 July 1401, and
the pressure he was under, militarily, politically and financially, is clear to see. He was staving off invasion from
Scotland at the same time as suppressing rebellion in
Wales. It is really not surprising that he could not find
time to fit in a pilgrimage to Sweden.
It cannot be long after the Vadstena letter, however, that
Hotspur rebelled against his king, Henry IV, following
disagreements over payments, ransoms and hostages. It
would appear that Hotspur never did have the chance to
fulfil his vow before his death at the Battle of Shrewsbury
in 1403.
It was then King Henry V who endowed Syon
Abbey, the first and only Bridgettine monastery in England, in 1415, in fulfilment of his father’s wishes to atone
for the execution of Archbishop Scrope, who had been

part of the second Percy uprising against King Henry IV
in 1405 13.
If any reader is aware of any evidence whether
Hotspur’s ‘oblations’ did arrive at Vadstena via ‘trusted
people or merchants’, I would be very interested to know.
Here follow images of the letter, courtesy of the National
Archives of Sweden, and my transcript and translation.

Eds. H.C.G. Matthew and Brian Harrison, Oxford Dictionary
of National Biography, (OUP, 2004), Volume 26, Entry for
Henry IV, p479
10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philippa_of_England Accessed 08/06/2022
11https://www.british-history.ac.uk/survey-london/bk16/pp229-306#h3-0066 Accessed 08/06/2022

12

9

[f70r]
Honorabiles et Religiosi viri v[ost]ra Rev[er]encia scire velit q[uod] iampridem instinctu [con]scie[n]cie / motus de
p[er]egre visitando p[er]sonali[ter] eccl[es]iam v[ost]ram
S[anc]te Brigide qua[m] h[ab]eo ex pl[ur]ibus causis / in
magna reve[re]n[cia] et honore votu[m] emisi. si
co[m]mode possem p[er]ficere votu[m] illud alioq[ui]n
certas / oblac[i]ones meas ad eccl[es]iam illam honore
d[ic]te S[anc]te t[ra]nsmitterem cu[m] ad id temp[us]
arri/serit op[er]tunu[m] Cum a[u]t[em] in obsequio
d[omi]ni mei regis Anglie et regni sui adeo in dies
occu/patus existam quod in p[ro]p[ri]a p[er]sona locu[m]
p[er]egrinac[i]o[n]is hui[us] comode visitare no[n] valeo
quod / revera displicat michi valde Famulu[m] meu[m]
Blewe Lyon p[er]secutore[m] armo[rum] ad ven[er]a/bilem cetum v[ost]r[u]m censui distinand[o] hac vice ut undiq[ue] diligent[er] exploret Si alique/
[f70v]
p[er]sone notabil[es] fidedigne mercatores aut alij vobis
noti de quib[us] vosmetip[s]i[s] [con]fiditis in reg/nu[m]
Anglie de primo sint venturi quib[us] videl[icet]
oblac[i]o[n]es meas hui[us] secure tradere possem / ad
d[i]c[t]am eccl[es]iam v[ost]ram honore d[i]c[t]e S[anc]te
Brigide fideli[ter] deferendas. Illu[m] ig[itur] famulu[m] /
meu[m] ob honore[m] eiusdem S[anc]te meeq[ue]
int[er]cessio[n]is intuitu benigne tracta[n]tes informetis /
eunde[m] quid in ea p[ar]te fuerit meli[us] et consulti[us]
faciendu[m] et si opus fu[er]it penes regiam cel-/situdi[n]em partes v[ost]ras int[er] poner[e] ut p[re]d[ic]to
famulo meo salvj [con]ductus l[itte]re conduct
co[n]ceda[n]t[ur] / Pro quo ec[iam] l[ite]ras meas tam regi
q[uam] regine Swecie Dacie et Norwegie de p[re]senti
t[ra]nsmi[t]-/to p[er] meu[m] famulu[m] anted[i]c[t]um.
In cui[us] reditu michi queso sup[er] hiis votor[um]
v[ost]r[orum] co[n]tinen[tarum] / rescribatis. Vene[ra]bilem cetu[m] v[ost]r[u]m ille semp[er] custodiat qui

Eds. H.C.G. Matthew and Brian Harrison, Oxford Dictionary
of National Biography, (OUP, 2004), Volume 26, Entry for
Henry IV, p478
13 Eds. H.C.G. Matthew and Brian Harrison, Oxford Dictionary
of National Biography, (OUP, 2004), Volume 26, Entry for
Henry IV, p482
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cu[n]cto[rum] est ordinu[m] institutor / Sc[ri]ptu[m] londen xvij die marcij
Per Henricu[m] P[er]cy militem /
p[ri]mogenitu[m] Comit[is] Northu[m]br[ie]
Translation
Honourable and Religious Men, Your Reverence would
like to know that, for some time now moved by the impulse of conscience, I made a vow to undertake a personal pilgrimage to your church of St Bridgit, which I
hold in great reverence and honour for many reasons. If I
were able to fulfil that vow decently in any other way, I
would send my assured oblations to that church in honour of the said Saint, whenever an opportune moment
should have arisen, but since I am so much occupied daily
in the service of my lord king of England and of his kingdom that I am not able to visit the place of this pilgrimage
decently in person, which truly displeases me greatly, I
have decided to send my Servant, Blewe Lyon, pursuivant
of arms, to your venerable company on this occasion
only, so that he might diligently search everywhere to find
out whether there might be some distinguished trustworthy persons, merchants, or others known to you and in
whom you yourselves would put trust, who at the earliest
opportunity are to come into the kingdom of England, to
whom, namely, I could entrust my oblations to be offered
faithfully to your said church in honour of the said Saint
Bridgit. Therefore, kindly drawn by contemplation of my
intercession, and in honour of the same Saint, will you inform that same servant of mine if anything could be done
on that part better and more advisedly, and if there be
need to interpose with regard to the royal highness, so
that letter of safe passage might be granted to my aforesaid servant. On which behalf, I also send my letters both
to the king and queen at present of Sweden, Denmark
and Norway, through my aforesaid servant. On whose
return to me, please will you write back about these matters with your wishes. May he, who ordains all things,
keep safe your venerable company forever.
Written from London 17th day of March
By Henry Percy, knight,
Firstborn son of the Earl of Northumberland
chris.hunwick@northumberlandestates.co.uk
14

R. Cowie, R. Syon Abbey: archaeological investigations in
Syon Park, Brentford, 1997-2018. London and Middlesex Archaeological Society Transactions 71 (2020): 107-202.

From MS A 20, f70r (Photo: The National Archives, Stockholm)

From MS A 20, f70v (Photo: The National Archives, Stockholm)

Archeology and Syon Abbey
STUART FORBES
Syon Abbey Research Associate
The comprehensive account of the archaeology of Syon
Abbey is contained in Robert Cowie’s report on the excavations. 14 An equally informative, but shorter account by
Cowie is in the magazine Current Archaeology. 15 I do not intend to summarise further what is written there. This is a
more personal account of the digs I attended in the summers of 2004 -2011 reflecting on the way I saw the archaeology developing. At the time I was in the middle of
a Cambridge dissertation for an Advanced Diploma in Archaeology and that was a spur to investigate the background, history and original documents of the abbey.
Although the existence of the abbey is amply recorded in primary sources, there is little to help with its archaeology. Even the abbey’s financial documents are frustratingly uninformative. There are detailed lists of
15

R. Cowie, R. Syon Abbey revisited – Reconstructing late medieval England’s wealthiest nunnery. Current Archaeology 382
(2022): 30-37.
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amounts spent on building work showing what was
bought, who was paid but not what was being built except
in very general terms. Other documents from the time
mention rooms and ancillary buildings in the abbey complex, but give no hint as to their whereabouts. Much of
this material has been summarised by Dunning. 16 No contemporary layout or drawings of the buildings have yet
been found. Although it was evident from records and estate papers that the Abbey was located on the present site
of Syon House on the north side of the River Thames opposite Kew Gardens, physical evidence for its existence
was virtually non-existent. Here was no Rievaulx, Fountains, Jervaulx or Tintern, the ‘bare ruin’d choirs’ of
Shakespeare’s Sonnet 73. A tourist visiting the house and
gardens today would be hard pressed to see any sign of
the Birgittine Abbey which once stood there, so thoroughly was it swept away in the years after its dissolution
in 1539.
Yet, had it been realised at the time, there were
significant clues to its layout and appearance, if not to its
precise location. The mother monastery of Syon was
Vadstena in Sweden. There are descriptions, plans and
drawings of this house, as there were of other European
Birgittine convents. There is even a description of the
ideal Birgittine monastery including details of layout and
dimensions given by St Birgitta of Sweden, the founder of
the Order, in her Revelations 17 which she believed were
conveyed to her by Christ. All Birgittine monasteries were
based on this pattern, which was unique to the Birgittine
order, and Vadstena and Syon followed it closely. The
documentary material in Sweden was not easily accessible
and was either in Swedish or Latin. Of course, even if this
material had been known about at the start of the Syon
excavations, there were several reasons why Syon may not
have followed the Continental example. Syon was far distant from Vadstena; the monastery had moved its location
further down the River Thames because its original site
was ‘confined in its dimensions’ and ‘dangerously situated’ 18 and this new location could have evolved away
from the Birgittine norm; it was a royal foundation and
although founded by Henry V it was built on its new site
during the reign of Henry VI and might have emulated
the splendour of Eton College Chapel or King’s College
Chapel rather than the simplicity of design described by St
Birgitta; further in 1425 the Abbey obtained a papal bull

R. Dunning, R. The Building of Syon Abbey. Transactions of the
Ancient Monuments Society 25 (1981):16-26.
17 St. Birgitta of Sweden. Revelaciones Book IX Extravagantes. Chap.
28.
18 J.A. Aungier. The History and Antiquities of Syon Monastery, the
Parish of Isleworth, and the Chapelry of Hounslow. (JB Nichols &
Son, 1840).
16

securing its independence from Vadstena and the General
Chapters of the Birgittine order. 19
Archaeologists tend to fight shy of historical records for fear of being misled, and divine revelation is rather too mystical. They prefer to examine the ground and
see what it reveals. It is, however, one of the truisms of
archaeology that there are as many views about a site as
there are archaeologists working on it. The historical data
may be open to many interpretations and studying it can
give rise to new and important hypotheses. As excavations proceed and new data is unearthed, ideas are reformulated and people’s views are built on the shoulders of
others. So it was with Syon where it was left finally to archaeology to reveal the abbey’s footprint below the extensive lawns of the present house.

The north-east corner of the excavation

One of the most notable features of Syon House is the
large square central courtyard around which the house is
built. This led the Royal Commission on Historical Monuments England 20 to speculate that this was the footprint
of the original sisters’ cloister, some of which could be
dated to the C15th and was therefore monastic. This view
was not seriously challenged until 2003 when the UK television programme Time Team, specialising in archaeology,
was invited to carry out investigations. Their non-intrusive geophysical surveys showed a variety of features to
the south and east of the present Syon House.

F.R. Johnston, “Joan North, First Abbess of Syon, 14201433,” LAMAS Newsletter (1995): 85:4.
20
RCHME. An Inventory of the Historical Monuments in Middlesex.
Royal Commission on Historical Monuments England
(1937), 86-87.
19
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Arising from these surveys the perceptive eye of
the architectural historian Dr. Jonathan Foyle spotted parallel lines extending eastwards from the house down to
the water meadows fronting the River Thames. His suggestion that these were the walls of a church was met with
some incredulity given their width apart of 34 metres, an
unprecedented dimension for an English mediaeval
church. When substantial buttresses were discovered at
the east end of these features it was evident a church had
indeed been revealed. Drawing parallels from the English
experience of the relative dimensions of church sizes,
there was speculation that it was a huge building rivalling
Westminster Abbey. This was fuelled by the discovery of
mediaeval tiling to the west in the house’s square central
courtyard, a realisation that old brickwork in cellars beneath the north wall of the house lined up with the north
wall of the church, and that a vaulted under croft and mediaeval walling under the house’ west might indicate the
church’s west end. This would have given the church a
length of about 113 metres compared to that for Westminster Abbey of 127 metres (before the Lady Chapel).
All these clues inspired Dr. Foyle’s speculative but not
unreasonable painting of the huge abbey church now so
prevalent on the Internet. Later and more detailed investigation, however, discounted that these three features
could have formed part of the Abbey church. The actual
length is still unknown since Syon House is built over its
west end, but indications are that it was similar in length
to the five bay church at Vadstena and to St Birgitta ideal
of 73 metres.
Meanwhile excavation continued to the south of
the church where geophysics and the Time Team investigations had indicated substantial buildings. Again nothing
was seen above ground in this area but digging revealed
the remains of three buildings. Initially these were interpreted as being part of the sisters’ range following the expectation that in a convent the sisters’ cloister would be to
the south of the church. An exceptional survival below
ground in the structure most to the south was the remains
of a large latrine. The brickwork was still intact and four
chutes survived. Perhaps surprisingly in this area in the
eastern part of the range there were 21 graves, of which
those containing the skeletons of 11 women, five men
and a child aged eight or nine were excavated. Although
unusual in a convent it was argued there were precedents
for mixed burials from other monastic environments.
Excavation of the church at the east front of
Syon House continued, but it was soon realised that not
much remained so thoroughly had the walls and foundations been both demolished and damaged by later garden
layouts. It was plain to see where the walls had been from
21

robbed out trenches backfilled with rubble. There were
also the remains of pier bases running east/west along
both the north and south sides of the building, indicating
arcades. At the east end of the church there were also
pairs of pier bases placed in between the arcades, evidence
for the raised choir used by the sisters and a notable feature of Vadstena other Birgittine churches. The other significant feature was a series of paired grave vaults on both
sides within the church and running from the east close to
the two long outer walls. Odd remnants of human remains were scattered around these vaults, and a few contained the remains of burials, but there were no complete
skeletons. Of the remaining bones in the vaults two were
identified as female and five as male. The females lay
along the north wall of the church and the males along
the south. This led to a re-assessment of the location of
the ranges placing the sisters’ buildings to the north as at
Vadstena and the brothers correspondingly to the south.
Fortuitously the brothers’ copy of the Abbey’s
martyrology, The Syon Martiloge , survives. Contained in
memorandum pages at the back are schematic diagrams
of the burials in the church giving the names and dates of
death of the buried brothers and sisters. This indicated
that there were fifteen pairs of vaults along each wall, and
when all the vaults were full, burials would start at the beginning again, with the in situ skeletons being removed.
Somewhat enigmatically, the burials were stated to start at
the ‘first window’. Initially this was interpreted as being at
the east end of the church, as the first vaults were near the
east wall where the ‘first window’ was located, and whatever the length of the church, the fifteenth pair of vaults
would not have extended as far as the west end. Further,
Fletcher, 21 in one of his notebooks describing these burials took the same view, although how he knew is a mystery as he would not have seen the grave vaults. As excavations continued westwards in the church it was
gratifying to discover that the vaults did indeed stop at the
fifteenth pair.
A different interpretation was eventually placed
on the starting place for the burials placing the first burials at the west end of the church. This was because the
westernmost vault by the wall on the brothers’ south side
contained the remains for more than one body, when according to the plan in the martyrology there should only
ever have been one burial there. The extra bones were initially thought to have entered the vault extraneously when
the church was dismantled or when gardening had displaced them. But further examination suggested the ‘extra
bones’ were too deeply embedded for that to be the case,
and that they had not been properly removed when the
vault was re-used. The support for this argument is that

J.R.Fletcher, Papers of Canon John Rory Fletcher. Syon Abbey Collection. Exeter University Library, EUL MS 95. Vol. XII, 26.
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burials starting by the ‘first window’ would make sense if
the term meant ‘first accessible window’. In a five bay
church burials by the ‘first window’ from the west would
have been impossible since that area was inaccessible as it
was blocked by the sunken brothers’ choir and the steps
going up to the High Altar. This is the position adopted in
the 2021 publication, but the question will not be fully resolved without the west end burial being revisited.
There can be no doubt that the range of several
rooms partially excavated to the north of the church, including evidence for a cloister, comprised the sisters’
monastery, and the layout of this area probably followed
the Vadstena example.
As far as the brothers are concerned the excavation report makes a strong case for their range being on
the south side of the church where three buildings were
located, including the substantial latrine. This varies from
Vadstena where the brothers’ monastery was located to
the west of the church. There was logic to the Vadstena
arrangement. First, it gave the brothers easy access from
their monastery to their choir behind the high altar at the
church’s west end. Secondly, although the brothers and
sisters were strictly segregated they could communicate
and pass items by a vertical rotating wheel located where
their two monasteries adjoined at the north-west corner
of the church. At Syon the questions arise as to whether
the late mediaeval undercroft under the west front of the
house could have formed part of the brothers’ range; and
whether the square courtyard in the centre of the house
shows the footprint of the brothers’ cloister. A more
compelling argument for a western brothers’ range is that
the mixed burials to the south of the church were probably outside the monastic precinct and indicating the buildings to the south to be guest wings or the site of ancillary
services. The archaeology is tantalisingly silent on these
possibilities. The house obscures the west end of the
church and no finds positively identify the uses to which
the southernmost range of buildings was put.
A further question to consider is whether the Abbey church was the magnificent building it is imagined to
be. St Birgitta, in her description of the ideal Birgittine
church says that ‘everything is to be plain, simple and
strong’. Henry V founded Syon Abbey and its second site
was built during the reign of Henry VI, the patron of
King’s College, Cambridge Chapel and Eton College
Chapel. It has therefore been assumed that Syon had the
similar grandeur of these two buildings. Although work
started on the Abbey in 1426 the burials of the religious
mentioned above did not start until 1485 and the church
was not consecrated until 1488. Canon Fletcher considers

that despite its royal connections Syon in its early days
was not wealthy and he attributes this delay to a lack of finance to finish the buildings. He uses the argument that
the income from Syon’s profitable manor at St Michael’s
Mount, which had been acquired by Syon in 1437, was
transferred in 1440 by Henry VI along with other of
Syon’s properties to trustees to finance the building of
Eton College Chapel and King’s College Chapel. 22 These
income streams were not restored to Syon until Edward
IV came to the throne in 1461 enabling building work to
proceed apace. Two documents in The National Archives
at Kew record a total of £11,490= having been spent over
the years 1461-1481 on ‘the newe chirche’ and ‘ladyes
cloystre’. 23 The excavations uncovered a dump of fragmented glass with some beautifully decorated pieces and
some ornate pieces of stonework, but these are undated.
It is possible they came from this phase of building. Otherwise there is remarkably little surviving to show what
the church looked like.
Archaeology says little about the fate of the Abbey after its dissolution in 1539. Contemporary documents indicate that it was not immediately demolished
since materiel for Henry VIII’s French wars was being
manufactured there; Sir John Gates was appointed
Keeper of Syon and lived there with his family; Queen
Katherine Howard was imprisoned there before her execution in 1542; Henry VIII’s coffin rested in the church
there overnight before his funeral at Windsor in 1547. After Henry VIII’s death in 1547 it passed to the Duke of
Somerset, whose Cofferor, Sir John Cockerel, records the
building of Syon House between 1548-1551, and in particular the dismantling of the walls of the Abbey church in
September to October 1549. Some of the sisters did return to Syon in 1557 after the Queen Mary’s accession in
1553, and Sir Francis Englefield, an eminent Roman
Catholic financed at his own expense two sides of the
monastery which had been destroyed. 24 The martyrology
records the burial there of four of the sisters in 1557, 25
and uses the same terminology about their burials as in
the pre-dissolution days, inferring their burial spaces were
in the same place as burials in the former church, which
was now without walls. There is perhaps the merest hint
in the archaeology from this period. Whilst excavating in
the extreme northeast corner of the sisters’ range it was
noted that the foundations revealed looked less well built
and were perhaps an indication of later hasty construction. But the sisters’ tenure was short lived and they were
ejected again when Elizabeth came to the throne in 1558.
There is still much to discover about the layout
of the Abbey, for the whereabouts of the pre-1485 burials

22

Fletcher, Papers of Canon John Rory Fletcher. Vol. XXVIII, 99-119.
The National Archives. TNA SC 6/1106/26; TNA
SC/61261/3.

24

23

25

Aungier, The History and Antiquities of Syon Monastery, 98.
The British Library. The Syon Martiloge. MS Add. 22,285, f. 192r.
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and of the extensive ancillary buildings is unknown. It is
to be hoped that future archaeological research will provide some answers.
stuart.s.forbes@gmail.com

Preserving Displaced Communities:
Connecting Experiences of the Birgittines Peregrinations to Maintaining Student Learning Communities during the
COVID-19 Lockdown
ELIZABETH GOODWIN
York St John University
Before March 2020, as the UK and around the world
went into Covid-19 lockdown, I had (not at all originally!)
always thought of those within my seminar classroom
each semester as a learning community. In each class, the
community dynamics of the groups I am teaching – the
balance of louder and quieter students, encouraging all to
contribute in ways they felt able, with the ultimate aim to
enable all to speak, listen and develop their ideas – is my
priority.
What was less clear, and something to which I
had never really given a lot of thought, was continuing to
establish this community dynamic outside of the classroom walls. The Covid-19 pandemic changed this overnight. Where once our learning communities had been
primarily defined by structured timetables and within
walls, suddenly they – we – were disparate. As someone
interested in the Dissolution of the Monasteries and the
continuation of female religious houses beyond the loss
of institutional boundaries and the physicality of monasteries, this was striking.
In those first anxious weeks, when being suddenly locked-down and physically disparate felt novel and
unnerving, the community of my class was more important than ever. I’ve written elsewhere in more depth
about the successes and challenges of trying to continue
community bonds between my students during this time,
and the pedagogical benefits I think this effort of mine
and particular of my students had.
Since I last wrote about the interconnections between my research interests and practice of teaching in
August 2020, the UK went into another Covid-19 lockdown in January 2021. It lasted for the entire Spring semester, which meant that not only did in-person teaching
not take place at all, but that entire modules, across all levels of the degree, were taught without those students ever
being in the same room. Teaching in these conditions,

aiming to develop and continue a sense of community in
each class when many students might never have even
been in the same room, caused me to reflect, in far more
personal terms than I ever had before, on the subject of
my research. While I don’t want to draw forced comparisons between the historical and contemporary, I’d like to
discuss how these interconnections caused me to pause
for thought, and offered slightly more personal resonance
when thinking about the past.
One of the main and most poignant examples of
interconnection was the feeling of isolation, loneliness,
and frustration at these enforced separations. Individual
tutorials with students often brought up these issues.
They spoke about their physical separation from friends
in the classroom, and the way that their feelings of isolation were exacerbated by not seeing or hearing fellow
student voices on Teams-hosted online seminars. (I’m
sure this is a very familiar feeling, especially to those who
were also teaching blank screens and typed thoughts!).
Thinking about the first-person narrative of Elizabeth
Sanders, the young Birgittine nun imprisoned in several
English jails during her time away from her sisters in European exile, you see some similarities: the pain at being
separated from her sisters (amongst other things), and her
determination to reunite with them.
For my students, despite all the technological advancements enabling virtual proximity, it was the tangibility of the classroom learning experience that they craved.
For Sanders, despite at one low point deciding ‘to look
upon [her] prison as [her] convent’, and the fact that she
was surrounded by fellow imprisoned Catholics, it was
not enough – physically reuniting with her Syon sisters
was the motivating factor for her.
Returning to their old and familiar places is another theme reflected in research and teaching. At least
anecdotally, students mentioned missing the library as a
physical place where they had the space and support to
learn. Struggling to maintain commitment to their work
and concentration on their reading were frequently cited
as a challenge brought about by working in bedrooms and
at kitchen tables (again, an issue to which I am sure many
of us can relate), whereas the library or classroom offered,
even if it had not been conceptualised as such before, not
only a physical space, but a ‘moment’ in their day. This
strong sense of place was something we see in nearly all
the English religious communities of men and women between the Dissolution and the Marian restoration. Five
out of six communities returned to not only the same areas but eventually to the same physical houses their community had historically, 20 years before, lived and worshipped within.
Lastly, and perhaps most interestingly, was the reiteration of a shared past. The continuities the seventeenth-century nuns of Syon draw with their medieval
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past is visualised in the Peregrinations manuscript, drawing a direct line between their eventual exile with their
royal foundations. For them, the dissolutions of the 1530s
and 1550s seem only moments in a continued history. For
those students who have finished their degrees after the
disruption of the pandemic, Covid-19 will always be one
of the most decisive moments of their higher education.
Yet reading reflective student blog posts or
speaking to students throughout lockdowns and afterwards, this continuity, and the sense of being ‘in-it-together’ has struck me as essential to their understandings
of themselves. They have achieved what no previous generation of students have done, and that shared past is integral to how they remember and imagine themselves as
they go into the world.
Whilst my own research has, as I am sure is the case for
many others, had to take something of a backseat in the
last couple of years to deal with the demands of online
teaching and guiding students through this challenging
time, it is interesting to me to see these communal connections developing, and importantly, being reiterated.
e.goodwin@yorksj.ac.uk

Working with the Syon Abbey Collection at the University of Exeter’s Special Collections
ARIANE JOUDREY
University of Exeter
Only a year and a half ago did I first come across Syon
Abbey. I was reading around a module I was about to
study for my masters degree titled, ‘Writing Women in the
Middle Ages’. I was directed towards a few really interesting pieces on Syon Abbey including Edward Alexander
Jones and Alexandra Walsham’s Syon Abbey and Its Books:
Reading, Writing and Religion, C.1400-1700 (2010). It is at
this point that I discovered that the entire Syon Abbey archive collection was right in front of me at my institution,
the University of Exeter. As an early modern scholar, I
became intrigued by Syon’s post-Dissolution exile and the
identities of these fascinating women. A year and a half
later, and a masters degree completed, I am now studying
for my PhD researching early modern women in spaces
of exile, and it is the Syon Abbey archives at Exeter that I
have to thank for sparking my interest.
The University of Exeter’s Special Collections
houses the Syon Abbey collection after it was donated to
the university once the abbey dissolved in 2011 at its final
destination in South Brent, Devon. The collection spans
six centuries of Syon, from their founding in 1415 until its

recent closure. The archive includes the Syon Abbey Archive, the Syon Abbey Medieval and Modern Manuscript
Collection, and the Syon Abbey Library Collection, in addition to some smaller collections relating to Syon Abbey. The archive includes records of accounts, correspondence, notebooks, diaries, formal documents,
property deeds and more. Through expansive and close
evaluation of this archive, an illuminated view of Syon
Abbey’s history can be gained. Though some of the abbey’s records and library collection underwent significant
damage in times of devastating fires, international movement, and water damage, what remains of the collection is
significant and extremely well preserved and cared for by
the university’s Special Collections team.
Personally, I have been lucky enough to work extremely closely with the collection during research for my
masters dissertation and now my PhD. The records which
I am most interested in are those covering the early modern period, but most specifically records and evidence of
the nuns as individuals. Items such as the letters of Elizabeth Sander (EUL MS 389/HIST/1/2), The Life of the
Venerable Bridget de Mendanha (EUL MS 389/HIST/1/2),
and The Life and Good End of Sister Marie (held at the British Library, Add MS 18650), are narratives which speak
directly to my research in that they depict individual nuns
communicating their personal experiences in exile and as
part of a close community of women. Furthermore, evidence of independent worship such as handheld guides to
meditation and prayer (EUL MS 262/add1/30, EUL MS
262/add1/10, EUL MS 262/add1/20) are particularly illuminating for demonstrating how individuals took
agency over their religion in a different way to communal
worship. By evaluating their experience of exile as often
stable or unstable as a result of their physical locations
and use of space, it is possible to evaluate the effects of
exile on the nuns of Syon Abbey. In the coming months,
I will be returning again to look at the archives with a
view to consider the role of literature within the community, including books which were published and found
their way into the abbey such as Elizabeth Grey, the
Countess of Kent’s A choice manuall : or, Rare and select secrets in physick and chirurgery (Syon Abbey 1654/KEN), and
those which were produced within the abbey itself such as
A looking glace for the religious (EUL MS 262/1). Through
this study, I hope to gain an insight into the mobility of
literature across the spaces which Syon Abbey existed,
and the extent to which enclosure itself can be considered
an exilic space.
anj207@exeter.ac.uk
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
The Syon Abbey Society wishes to promote all current work on the
community by highlighting recent publications, such as monographs,
editions, edited volumes, journal articles and contributions to
collections, that have appeared within the last two years and explore
topics related to the English Birgittines.
Any items you would like to have featured in upcoming newsletters
should be sent to syonabbeysociety@gmail.com.
The following research has appeared since 2020:
Alakas, Brandon, ed. Richard Whitford’s Dyuers Holy Instrucyons and
Teachynges Very Necessary for the Helth of Mannes Soule. Exeter Medieval
Texts and Studies. Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2020. (Introduction
co-authored with Stephanie Morley)
Bainbridge, Virginia. “Lives of the Sisters of Syon Abbey ca. 1415-1539:
Patterns of Vocation from the Syon Martiloge and Other Records.” Medieval
People: Social Bonds, Kinship and Networks 36 (for 2021, 2022): 23-66.*
*Anyone wishing to contact Dr. Bainbridge for mini-bibliographies, PDFs, and
information about upcoming projects, such as Prayer and Power: the Birgittine nuns
of Syon Abbey c.1415-1600, can do so by emailing
Virginia.bainbridge123@btinternet.com.

Barratt, Alexandra and Susan Powell, eds. The Fifteen Oes and Other Prayers:
Edited from the Text Published by William Caxton (1491.) Heidelberg:
Universitaetsverlag Winter, 2021.
Brown, Jennifer N. “The Body of the Nun and the Syon Abbey ‘Additions.’”
In Manuscript Culture and Medieval Devotional Traditions: Essays in Honour
of Michael G. Sargent, edited by Jennifer N. Brown and Nicole R. Rice, 290309. Woodbridge: York Medieval Press, 2021.
Erler, Mary C. “The Early Sixteenth Century at Syon: Richard Whitford and
Elizabeth Gibbs.” In Manuscript Culture and Medieval Devotional Traditions:
Essays in Honour of Michael G. Sargent, edited by Jennifer N. Brown and
Nicole R. Rice, 310-326. Woodbridge: York Medieval Press, 2021.
Miles, Laura Saetveit. “Beinecke MS 317 and its New Witness to the Latin
Door Verses from London Charterhouse: A Story of Carthusian and Birgittine
Literary Exchange.” In Manuscript Culture and Medieval Devotional
Traditions: Essays in Honour of Michael G. Sargent, edited by Jennifer N.
Brown and Nicole R. Rice, 3-24. Woodbridge: York Medieval Press, 2021.

Updates to the
Website
This past year the Society’s website has also
been updated. A modest makeover and the
addition of important new resources aim to
encourage members to consult the website
while researching projects. Significant
resources, some of which are listed below,
were provided by John Adams and Stuart
Forbes:

• “Extant Manuscripts and Printed Books.”
A list that complements the previous
spreadsheet, a “List of Extant MSS and
Books.”
• “The Syon Abbey Dissolution
Inventory.” A text that contains a
transcription and commentary on the Syon
Abbey Dissolution Inventory (November
1539), TNA LR 2/112, with TNA E
117/11/58 and Oxford University Bodleian
MS Add. E. 3
• The Syon Abbey Herbal: The Last
Monastic Herbal in England, c. 1517,
edited by John Adams and Stuart Forbes.
• An updated (May 2020) SARA
Bibliography.
Looking ahead for the website, the Society
will soon host expansive bibliographies
provided by Stephan Borgehammar.
Also, in the interest of increasing the
frequency of posts, members are
encouraged to send information items and
news about events related to the English
Birgittines to
syonabbeysociety@gmail.com.

NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS
The Syon Abbey Society Newsletter is issued annually and edited by the director of the Society. Published in PDF form, the Newsletter
is distributed via email to members as well as posted on the Society’s website for free download by the public. Members are encouraged
to suggest relevant announcements of academic or other events, and conference calls for papers, which might be of interest to the
membership for publication in the Newsletter and posting to our website. Please submit details to syonabbeysociety@gmail.com.
For the Newsletter’s Features section we welcome the submission of pieces 1,000-2,000 words in length which consider some aspect of
Syon Abbey or related issues and questions. Studies of manuscripts or early printed books, archival surveys, bibliographic review articles,
single volume book reviews, and any other type of article that helps to promote the study of the Birgittines in England and abroad are
particularly encouraged. Please submit documents in MS Word format and conforming to the Chicago Manual of Style to
syonabbeysociety@gmail.com.
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